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Ch-3. Microsoft Office Access
Q.1. Database offers an organized way of storing, managing and _________ information.
Q.2. Fill in the blanks:
a) A _____________ is a single piece of information.
b) A ____________ is one complete set of fields.
c) A _____________ is a collection of records.
Q.3. What is the meaning of term redundance?
Q.4. What is the use of AutoNumber data type in MS Access?
Q.5. What is the purpose of using validation text field property in MS Access?
Ch-4. Forms, Queries and Reports
Q.1. Which bar is used to go previous, next, first or last record?
Q.2. What happens to the data whenever you close the form?
Q.3. Define a report in relation to MS Access.
Q.4. What is the benefit of inserting a logo in a report?
Ch-5. Tables and Hyperlinks in HTML
Q.1. Write about the following text formatting tags:
a) Heading Tags

b) Bold Tags

c) Italic Tags

d) Underline tags

e) Strike-out tags

f) Superscript tags

g) Subscript tags

h) Paragraph tags

i) Centre tags

Q.2. Write about the font tag and name its 3 attributes.

Ch-6. Starting Visual Basic
Q.1. Write a short note on VB.
Q.2. Name the action which a user takes, like clicking on the button.
Q.3. Define control and name any three controls.
Q.4. How is a title bar different from the menu bar in VB?
Q.5. Name the small box which can be either checked or unchecked, when clicked.
Q.6. Which of the following control displays text when the user points at the controls:
a) Tip

b) Tooltip

c) Tiptool

d) Tool

Ch-7. Programs using controls and Properties
Q.1. What is the use of ForeColor property of a Label control?
Q.2. Which property of Label control decides whether the label will be visible at run time
or not?
Q.3. Write the purpose of using Multiline property in a TextBox control.
Q.4. Which of the following property sets the background colour of the form:
a) Bgcolor

b) Backcolor

c) Backc

d) Backcol

Q.5. Which data type in VB holds the whole numbers?
Ch-11. Cyber Threats and Portection
Q.1. What is the harm a Trojan horse can do to your computer?
Q.2. What do you mean by Denial of Service attacks?
Q.3. What do you mean by a firewall?
Q.4. Name the term used to specify the art of manipulating people so they give up the
confidential information.
Ch-12. Cyber Legal Issues
Q.1. Write any two examples to explain cyber crime.
Q.2. Write any two steps to prevent cyberbullying.
Q.3. How one should respond to identity theft attacks?
Q.4. Name the security measure introduced by google for secure login.
Q.5. Why one should not keep broadband internet switched in all the times?

